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Abstract—This paper introduces a bearingless motor topology
with a magnet free rotor, which enables higher rotor torque
densities and wider air gap compared to previously published
topologies. Flux density in the air gap and therefore torque
capability is maximized by a stator in temple configuration, which
provides large winding space. The low number of eight stator and
six rotor teeth keeps stray flux low, which enables wider air gap
ratios at the same time. A challenge of having a low teeth number
are large angle dependent force and torque nonlinearities, which
are compensated in the control algorithm. A 3D FEM optimized
prototype was constructed and put into operation. Measurements
of the running system are presented to confirm the feasibility of
the introduced topology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on bearingless motors has been popular for many
years. Especially the bearingless slice motor offers very unique
advantages, which have led to several commercial products
[1]. The advantages are mostly connected to the fact, that
the rotor can be completely separated and isolated from the
stator in a very simple manner. This allows to rotate the rotor
contactless in its own containment in the widest range of
environmental conditions, without the need for a special stator.
The thereby achieved simplicity can lead to cost effective
drive systems for special applications, where the added hard-
ware and software complexity compared to conventional drive
systems is outweighed. Examples are ultra-pure, low shear
fluid handling, harsh environmental conditions like aggressive
chemicals, abrasive media, extreme ambient temperatures or
single-use applications. The use of a bearingless slice motor
as pump, blower or mixer for such applications was first
mentioned in [2].

Several new topologies without permanent magnets in the
rotor have been published recently [3]. These topologies
feature either a low mechanical complexity [4], a wide air
gap to rotor radius ratio [5], further called gap factor G, or
a good torque per stator permanent magnet mass ratio [6].
In theory, reluctance rotors have advantages for very high
temperatures, where permanent magnets would demagnetize,
for very high speeds due to higher material strength and also
for disposable applications due to lower manufacturing cost of
the rotor. However, due to very low achievable torque, or small
realizable air gap ratios these topologies need a relatively large
rotor with less air gap to achieve the same performance as a
comparable permanent magnet rotor topology [7], [8], [9]. This
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Fig. 1: Introduced motor topology in temple configuration with
eight stator teeth, a six teeth reluctance rotor and separated
bearing and drive windings.

in turn leads to worse thermal insulation between rotor and
stator, higher circumferential speeds and higher manufacturing
cost of the rotor, whereby most of the theoretical advantages
may be nullified.

To overcome these limitations, a new bearingless motor
topology in temple configuration is presented in this work (see
Fig. 1). For the targeted applications, maximum performance
per rotor volume is needed, with motor outer dimensions being
uncritical. The stator configuration, which reaches around
and below the rotor, gives room for a very large winding
space, such that the air gap flux density and therefore the
torque can be maximized. Unlike the conventional temple
motor design [10], where the stator is iron and the rotor a
permanent magnet, our design has flux-switching like stator
teeth containing permanent magnets which are magnetized
tangentially in alternating direction. Most research on flux-
switching permanent magnet motors is done on small air gaps
and large stator and rotor teeth numbers with 12/10 being
the smallest popular combination [11], [12]. We will do the
opposite and choose the low number of eight stator and six
rotor teeth. This keeps stray flux low and enables a larger
air gap to rotor radius ratio, at the cost of a nonlinear angle
dependent bearing force generation. Fig. 2 shows the evolution
from a conventional temple motor with a PM rotor to the
presented topology with reluctance rotor and stator permanent
magnets.
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Fig. 2: Temple motor topologies: a) conventional motor with permanent magnet rotor, b) permanent magnet biased reluctance
motor, c) flux-switching temple motor.

II. MOTOR DESIGN

A prototype system of the new topology was designed. The
used 3D FEM Model can be described by roughly twelve
parameters that are shown in Fig. 3. The following boundary
conditions were given in advance:

• Rotor outer radius ro,r.
• Stator inner radius ri,s.
• Limitation of permanent magnet mass in the stator.
• Current limitation through ohmic loss limitation.

This leaves the following ten parameters to be optimized:
• Rotor inner radius ri,r.
• Rotor middle radius rm,r.
• Rotor tooth width wtooth,r.
• Rotor height hrotor.
• Stator tooth width wtooth,s.
• Stator magnet width wmag.
• Stator middle radius rm,s.
• Stator outer radius ro,s.
• Motor height hmotor.
• Back iron height hbackiron.

A multi-objective optimization procedure with the following
objectives was used:

• Maximization of torque output.
• Maximization of passive axial and tilting stiffness values.
• Maximization of active bearing force to passive radial

stiffness ratio.
• Minimization of cogging torque.
• Minimization of angle dependent bearing force and

torque fluctuation.
Due to the complex nature of this optimization problem

and the significant runtime of 3D FEM simulations an iter-
ative manual approach based on knowledge from previous
bearingless motor topologies was used to find a converging
solution with a minimum amount of required simulations.The
simulated performance values, averaged over one rotation, of
the finally chosen geometry are summarized in Table I. With
a gap factor G = 10%, which resulted from the boundary
conditions, a rotor torque density τ = T
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Fig. 3: FEM simulation model used to find the optimal
geometry. All dimensions that were optimized or given from
the boundary conditions are shown.

could be reached. These values are significantly higher than
for existing bearingless slice motor topologies with reluctance
rotor. For example in [6] with G = 4%, τ =11 Nm/l was
reached.

III. OPERATING PRINCIPLE

A characteristic of bearingless slice motors is, that apart
from rotation only two radial degrees of freedom need to
be actively stabilized, which is most commonly realized with
just one additional three phase system. Tilting motion in two
degrees as well as axial movement are passively stable through
reluctance forces. An applied force will however lead to a



TABLE I: Simulated Electromechanical Properties of the Pro-
totype

Parameter Value
Passive Properties

Radial stiffness kr 130 N/mm
Axial stiffness kz 14.7 N/mm
Tilting stiffness weak axis kα 0.28 Nm/deg
Tilting stiffness strong axis kβ 0.42 Nm/deg

Active Properties
Torque @ 250W ohmic losses Tmax 9.1 Nm
Torque constant kT 6 mNm/At
Radial bearing force constant kF 0.13 N/At

deflection in the passive degrees of freedom, and might excite
oscillations which are only slowly damped. Rotor loads need
to be carefully designed in terms of maximum load, center of
gravity and unbalance.

The operation principle of FSPM motors is very similar
to rotor PM machines due to the sinusoidal back-EMF. To
generate torque, an air gap field with the number of rotor
poles p has to be generated by the stator coils. Radial force
is generated with a p± 2 field. Slice motors are realized with
concentrated windings, since ohmic losses in the winding head
would be dominant for distributed windings. Both combined
and separated winding systems can be used to generate an
air gap field for torque and radial force generation. For our
prototype, in order to be able to use an existing six phase
power electronics converter, separated bearing and drive coils
are used. An eight phase power electronics would be needed
for combined windings on our prototype.

To generate the required air gap field, the phase shift
between adjacent stator coils for our FSPM 8/6 topology
should be 90 degrees for torque generation and 45 degrees for
force generation. This would be realizable with a two-phase
drive winding and a four-phase bearing winding. For simplic-
ity, we do however also use a two-phase bearing winding,
which results in an average angle deviation of 22.5 degrees,
respectively a distribution factor of 0.924, and therefore a
small decrease of maximum achievable bearing force. This
is shown in Fig. 4.

Since we now have a two-phase drive and two-phase bearing
motor, we are able to connect it to an existing bearingless
motor controller with six IGBT half-bridges and four current
sensors, which is normally used for motors with two three
phase systems. The two half bridges with current sensors are
connected to phase A and B of the drive respectively bearing
coils, whereas the third half bridge is used as return path for
both phases and normally switched at 50% duty-cycle. Fig. 5
shows the connection scheme of the sixteen motor coils to the
six power phases of the prototype.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN

The control design of the introduced topology was quite
challenging. Compared to rotor PM motors several new aspects
were observed and had to be considered to succesfully levitate
the rotor:
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Fig. 4: Winding scheme. Shown are drive phases D1 (0 deg),
D2 (90 deg) and bearing phases B1 (0 deg) and B2 (90 deg).
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Fig. 5: Connection scheme of drive coils (drv) and bearing
coils (bng) to the six phase bearingless motor controller.

• Angle dependent variation of radial force constant kF by
a factor of three.

• Angle dependent coupling between radial x and y force
component.

• Angle dependent variation of torque constant kT.
• Small achievable maximum radial startup distance de-

pending on rotor angle.
• High passive destabilizing radial force and therefore high

rotor dynamics.

Angle dependent force variation and x/y coupling are shown
in Fig. 6 for our prototype. This effect is characteristic
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Fig. 6: Angle dependent radial force generation at 500At.

Fig. 7: Used control linearization algorithm to compensate for
topology specific angle dependent force fluctuations and angle
deviations.

for bearingless reluctance motors, but gets pronounced for
decreasing number of stator and rotor teeth. We had to com-
pensate this effect in the control to achieve stable levitation.
Fig. 7 shows the implemented control linearization algorithm
that was used to operate this machine.

Due to the small teeth number, also angle dependent torque
fluctuations are unavoidable (see Fig. 8) and have been doc-
umented for mechanical bearing motors [13] and possible
compensation strategies were analyzed [14], [15].

Both radial and tangential force components can contribute
to bearing forces, while torque is solely generated from
tangential forces. FSPM stator teeth are perfect for tangential
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Fig. 8: Angle dependent maximum torque for maximum
thermal operating point (250 W ohmic losses).
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Fig. 10: Running Prototype.

force generation and therefore torque, but no radial force
can be generated for example if a rotor tooth is standing in
front of the permanent magnet. The radial bearing is therefore
relatively weak for bearingless FSPM motors which results in
a small maximum radial startup distance, for example 24% of
the air gap width in [6]. The angle dependent radial startup
characteristic for our prototype is shown in Fig. 9.

The large amount of permanent magnets in the stator, which
is used to maximize rotor torque density, does also maximize
passive and active radial forces. For our prototype, this has
lead to a very high radial rotor dynamic, which needs to be
taken care of with a high bandwidth sensor electronics and
bearing controller. This is definitely a downside, since sensor
noise cannot be properly filtered and is amplified to audible
levels.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The prototype was constructed, manufactured, assembled
and put into operation (see Fig. 10). A rotational speed of 2000
rpm was reached with stable levitation. At higher rotational
speeds radial stability issues can be observed, that are caused
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Fig. 11: Torque measurement in standstill and verification of
simulation results.

by insufficient bearing force generation bandwidth. This is a
result of the destabilizing effect of the massive amount of
permanent magnets in the stator, which lead to super fast radial
rotor dynamics. The back-EMF voltage limit for this prototype
would be located at 4000 rpm.

The passive axial and tilting stiffnesses were measured and
match the simulated values quite good. Also the motor torque
was validated in standstill. Motor torque versus coil ampere
turns is shown in Fig. 11. Without the force linearization
algorithm from Fig. 7 stable levitation could not be achieved,
even with the rotor not rotating.

Fig. 12 shows bearing and drive currents as well as rota-
tional speed and radial position for a ten second cycle in air
for rotational speeds between plus and minus 2000 rpm. The
obvious and relatively constant in amplitude fluctuation on the
position signal is caused by a small eccentricity on the rotor.
This effect is automatically removed in the control algorithm
and is therefore not seen in the bearing current.

No-load losses are shown in Fig. 13.
The motor has also been tested with mounted rotor blades in

water. The rotor blades with clamp-on mounting mechanism
are shown in Fig. 14.

VI. CONCLUSION

The concept and design of a new bearingless slice motor
topology providing both higher rotor torque density and larger
air gap to rotor diameter ratio compared to previously pub-
lished topologies has been presented. A 3D FEM optimized
prototype was constructed and experimental measurements
confirm the simulated performance. This makes the presented
motor topology a perfect match for all applications where
a steel rotor is beneficial, namely for high circumferential
speeds, high ambient temperatures or rotor disposable appli-
cations.
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Fig. 12: Measured currents and position for rotational speeds
between plus and minus 2000 rpm in air.
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Fig. 14: Rotor with blades and clamp-on mounting mechanism.
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